LIVE INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS ONLINE
Hosted on ZOOM with SUE PELLAND as your instructor
This is a tentative list of workshops that are already on the schedule
or will be scheduled in the next year.
The workshops schedule is subject to change based on member registrations
(workshops with fewer than 5 participants will be cancelled or rescheduled)
Each workshop teaches one or more skills
leading you to the proficiency using the Rotary Cut Applique method.
Sue is constantly adding workshops as she develops new patterns
and explores new techniques in Rotary Cut Applique.
Sue will take you on a journey of discovery, and you will be part of the team
as we experiment together and design new quilts!
Leaves Galore Techniques (O)
Hearts and More Techniques (O)
Skill Building Techniques
--Binding with Applique (o)
--Making Waves with Fabrics (o)
--Making Fabric Frames (o)
Gifts to Make Projects (o)
Christmas in July Projects (o)
Twin Tiles Table Runner (B)
Poinsettia Table Runner (P)
Magic Carpet Table Runner (B)
Modified Trees (P)
Christmas Baubles (P)
Christmas Ribbons (P)
Seasons’ Greetings (P)
He Loves Me (P)
Drunkard’s Path (B)
Cork Notebook Cover (P)
Clever Clam Shells (P)
Promise Ring (P)
Inner Circle (P)
Melissa’s Quilt, An Orange Peel (P)
Eve’s Garden (P)
(O)-Original pattern, not in books or
printed patterns

Hope’s Diamond (P)
Desert Flowers (FP)
Mint Chocolate Mini (FP)
Conversation Hearts (P)
Anniversary Rings (P)
Unchain My Heart (P)
Summer Seascape (O)
Spin Me Round (P)
Bouquet (P)
Star Struck (P)
Hopscotch (P)
Split Orange Peel (B)
In development…
…be a part of the design process!
--Critters in the Garden (O)
--Mandala (O)
FREE introductory workshops offered
every month to members and nonmembers
--Mug Rug or Pin Quilt (FP)
--Mini-Mint Chocolate (FP)

(B) Pattern found in Sue’s two books

(P) Printed Pattern
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